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Abstract: This paper studies the first six seasons of the hit television show M*A *S*H
(1972-1983) and examines how the sociocultural climate of the 1960s and 1970s in
America influenced the show's portrayal of the Korean War and how, in turn, the show
reflects those cultural influences. This study focuses on the influence of the Vietnam
War, the civil rights movement, the Cold War, second-wave feminism, and the gay and
sexual liberation movements. It argues that each of these movements and events had a
profound influence upon M*A *S*H, which is evident in its portrayal of the Korean War
as a conflict infused with attitudes and issues of the sixties and seventies. Ultimately,

M*A *S*H provides an illuminating window through which to view the two dynamic,
complex decades.
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"I know it's only television, but is it?" a fan wrote to Mike Farrell, the actor who
portrayed Dr. BJ Hunnicutt on M*A *S*H, the hit television show that ran from 1972 to
1983 on CBS. 1 In fact, M*A*S*Hwas notjusttelevision-the creators of each
incarnation of MASH based its stories largely on reality. 2 MASH first appeared in 1968 as
a novel by Dr. Richard Hornberger, based on his experiences as a MASH doctor in Korea
during the 1950-1953 conflict in that country. The second incarnation of MASH was the
hit 1970 Robert Altman film. This adaptation of the novel garnered a cult-like following,
and its great success prompted the creation of the television show. M*A *S*H ran for
eleven successful years and enjoyed an enormous amount of popularity due to its lovable
characters, excellent writing, humor, and sociocultural relevance.
M*A*S*Hresonated so strongly with its 1970s audiences because it addressed
many issues from the 1960s and 1970s such as war, race, feminism, and sex-thus the
show is not only television, but very much reality. M*A *S*H presents a mostly accurate
account of the MASH experience in the Korean War but anachronistically places the war
in the distant past in order to safely address contemporary issues-M*A *S*H is about
Korea, but it is a Korea infused with attitudes and issues of the 1960s and 1970s. When
M*A *S*H first aired in 1972, controversy surrounding the Vietnam War had generated

strong anti-war sentiments. M*A *S*H reflects these sentiments through its myriad antiwar messages, as well as its anti-military and anti-authoritarian attitudes; however, it also
addresses realities of the Vietnam War, like the young age of the soldiers, and the pro-

1. As quoted in DavidS. Reiss, M*A*S*H: The Exclusive, Inside Story ofT V 's Most Popular Show,
2nd ed. (New York: MacMillan, 1983), 156.
2. MASH is the main title of Dr. Hornberger's novel, while M*A*S*H is the title of the film and
television show. I use MASH when referring to the incarnations because the novel was the original version.
MASH (not italicized) refers to a Mobile Army Surgical Hospital.
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war sentiments of conservative Americans. Likewise, M*A *S*H's portrayal and
treatment of Koreans shows viewers opposite sides of the race coin: the humane,
respectful treatment that most of the MASH personnel give the Koreans reflects the
influence of the anti-war movement and the 1960s civil rights movement, but the racist
sentiments of some characters reveal the persistence of racism in American society and
the imperialist aspects ofthe Cold War. M*A*S*Hutilizes the Cold War "us versus
them" mentality and frequently subverts it to comment on the Vietnam War and other
contemporary issues. It also frequently subverts gender roles and stereotypes, thus
reflecting the fact that ideas about gender in 1960s and 1970s America were very much in
flux. Distinct but related movements contributed to this flux: sexual and gay liberation,
as well as second-wave feminism. M*A*S*Hfurther reflects the influence of these
movements through the initially overwhelming prevalence of sexual relationships and the
escapist function of sex, its tolerance towards homosexuals and use of homosexuality to
criticize conservative American thought, and the evolution of its treatment of women.
The many different movements and attitudes that influenced and are reflected in
M*A *S*H make it an excellent representation and critique of the historical circumstances

of the 1960s and 1970s-set during the Korean War of the early 1950s.
The Korean War
Of the many historical circumstances that influenced the creation and production
of M*A *S*H, first and foremost was the Korean War. The very first episode of
M*A *S*H makes this setting clear: it begins with the words "Korea, 1950" set against

Doctors "Hawkeye" Pierce and John "Trapper" Mcintyre playing golf on a hill above the
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MASH camp. 3 Scholars and critics have paid little attention to M*A *S*H's Korean War
setting, mainly because of the show's emergence in 1972 in the midst of the Vietnam
War. 4 However, to ignore the Korean War background of the show is to ignore an
important part of history that influenced its making.
Alan Alda, the actor who played Hawkeye, stated that he thought M*A *S*H was
especially about the Korean War: "We certainly tried to be as accurate as possible about
the Korean War. Larry [Gelbart] and Gene [Reynolds] and Burt Metcalfe, who took over
producing the show when they left, all spent hundreds of hours interviewing doctors and
nurses who had lived through the actual MASH experience in Korea." 5 The first of these
major interviews came during Reynolds' and Gelbart's 1974 trip to the 8055th MASH in
South Korea, which was the model for Hornberger's 4077th. They returned to the United
States with over twenty-two hours of interviews on which they based many subsequent
episodes. Even after this research trip, Gelbart, Reynolds, and Metcalfe continued to
interview MASH veterans from the Korean War throughout the series' run. The
extensive research undertaken by the producers of M*A *S*H gave authenticity to the
show's portrayal of the Korean War.
To further the accuracy of M*A *S*H, the writers and producers used medical
texts from the 1950s and had a medical consultant review every script to ensure that the
3. "The Pilot," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 1, produced by Gene Reynolds, aired September 17, 1972
(Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001), DVD.
4. By the September 17, 1972, air date of the first episode of M* A *S* H, the United States was near
the end of its "Vietnamization" ofthe Vietnam War, in which the number of American troops steadily
decreased and South Vietnamese military involvement increased--only a handful of troops remained in
Vietnam by September 1972. The January 1973 Paris Peace Accords officially ended direct American
involvement in Vietnam, but U.S. troops and other diplomatic and civilian personnel did not completely
leave until 1975.
5. Alan Aida, Never Have Your Dog Stuffed: And Other Things I've Learned (New York: Random
House, 2006), 157-58.
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terminology, procedures, and technology were consistent with 1950s medicine. 6 A 1983
exhibition at the Smithsonian's National Museum of American History called M*A *S*H:
Binding Up the Wounds compared the experiences of the television doctors to those of

actual MASH doctors and found that the television show did a remarkable job of
accurately portraying the medical aspects and living conditions of the Korean War, as
well as general wartime events in Korea. The only elements of M*A *S*H that were
particularly inaccurate, according to the exhibition catalogue, were the size of the outfit,
the number of personnel, and the mobility of the unit-all of which the budget and
logistics of producing the show necessarily limited. 7 Some veterans of MASH units in
Korea have commented that the show took a bit of creative license in defining the
characters' downtimes: real-life MASH units lacked the show's high level of frivolity,
carousing, and romancing 8-but once again, these embellishments were a necessity
because CBS wanted the show to be a comedy. However, such inaccuracies aside,

M*A *S*H provides an overall authentic portrayal of the Korean War that reflects the
war's important influence upon the show.
Despite M*A *S*H's attempt to faithfully represent MASH life in Korea and the
Korean War in general, viewers criticized the show because its duration was over three
times longer than that of the Korean War. M*A *S*Hlasted for eleven years while the

6. Joseph Turow, Playing Doctor: Television, Storytelling, and Medical Power (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1989), 206.
7. Michael Harris, Carl H. Scheele, and Elsa M. Bruton, M*A*S*H: Binding Up the Wounds; An
Exhibition at the National Museum ofAmerican History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. (New
York: George Fenmore, 1983), 23-26. Turow also asserts that M* A *S*H provided a mostly realistic
portrayal of MASH life in Korea, but he does not go into the same detail that Harris, Scheele, and Bruton
do. Turow, Playing Doctor, 205-6.
8. Suzy Kalter, The Complete Book of M* A *S*H, 2nd ed. (New York: Harry N. Abrams, 1988), 33.
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conflict in Korea lasted only three. However, Larry Gelbart begged to differ: "It is not
true that the series ran longer than the actual conflict. The real war was not on for only a
half hour once a week, and real combat rarely stops for commercials."9 Gelbart's point is
an important one because it draws attention to the inherent differences between a real war
and a televisual recreation of it for network studios.
One element of the show's portrayal of the Korean War that is interesting to
note-and far from accurate-is when in the past the show situates the war. Underneath
the "Korea, 1950" text in the opening sequence of the pilot, the line "One hundred years
ago" also appears. 10 However, when the first episode of M*A *S*H aired, only twentytwo years had elapsed since 1950. The show thus creates a dynamic relationship between
the perceived distance and closeness of the Korean War.
The distance that M*A *S*H creates between the 1970s and the Korean War
partially reflects the war's status as "The Forgotten War." Its scale was nowhere near as
large as that of the preceding war, World War II, and it was not televised to the same
extent as the Vietnam War. M*A *S*H even makes several references to how little the
public was aware of what was happening/had happened in Korea. In a season three
episode, company clerk Corporal "Radar" O'Reilly places a call to the United States, and
when he tells the person on the other line that he is in Korea, the man does not seem to
understand. Radar has to explain to the man that Korea is "the place that Bob Hope
comes to all the time." 11 In the same episode, one of Trapper's love interests back in the

9. Larry Gelbart, Laughing Matters: On Writing M*A*S*H, Tootsie, Oh, God! and a Few Other
Funny Thing (New York: Random House, 1998), 59.
10. "The Pilot," season 1, episode 1, 1972.
11. "Adam's Ribs," M*A*S*H, season 3, episode 11, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart,
aired November 26, 1974 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD.
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United States is similarly unaware of where he is and the ongoing conflict in Korea.
M*A *S*Hs subtle commentary on the public's ignorance and amnesia by the 1970s

respecting the Korean War, juxtaposed against its mostly accurate representation of the
conflict, reintroduces the war into public memory while also maintaining a safe distance
between the contemporary 1970s and the 1950s that seemed to be "one hundred years
ago."
This distance was crucial for M*A *S*H because it allowed the show to comment
on and incorporate contemporary events and culture into the show without being overly
controversial. M*A *S*H uses the setting of the "distant" Korean War to safely discuss
many elements of 1960s and 1970s culture, particularly focusing on issues related to the
Vietnam War, race, sex, and gender; thus M*A *S*H provides an excellent window into
American culture in the 1960s and 1970s.
The Vietnam War
The Vietnam War of the 1960s and 1970s had a most profound effect upon
M*A *S*H and its portrayal of the Korean War. The controversial nature of both wars

rendered M*A *S*Han excellent vehicle to comment on the ongoing Vietnam War while
seemingly keeping its distance from outright criticism of American involvement in
Southeast Asia. The conflict in Korea was officially a United Nations "police action"not an American war. 12 The Vietnam War was even more controversial-Congress never

12. Corporal Maxwell Klinger succinctly describes the controversial nature of the Korean War and its
inaccurate classification as a police action: "I think it's the most stupidest thing in the world. You call it a
police action back home, right? Over here it's a war. A 'police action' sounds like we're over here arresting
people, handing out parking tickets. War is just killing, that's all." "The Interview," M* A *S*H, season 4,
episode 24, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart, aired February 24, 1976 (Beverly Hills, CA:
Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD. This episode is cited by many (scholars, critics,
cast and crew, fans) as the best one in the entire series. It is rife with anti-war messages and gives viewers
the most in-depth look at how each character, with the exception of Margaret (missing in this episode),
thinks about and deals with the effects of war.
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declared war yet continually increased U.S. commitment to and involvement in the
conflict. American discontent with and opposition to the Vietnam War grew, fueled by
the conflict's length and seeming ineffectiveness, the 1970 invasion of Cambodia, and the
1971leaking of the Pentagon Papers, among other events. The anti-war movement that,
as historian John C. Williams describes, "consumed a generation and left a legacy of
ambivalence, bitterness, and animosity" in its wake is reflected in M*A *S*Hs portrayal
of the Korean War through characters' attitudes towards and commentary on the war,
their actions on and off duty, and the ironic setting of the show: a hospital just three miles
from the front. 13
Larry Gelbart, one of the producers for the first four seasons of M*A *S*H,
frankly stated that "the series was anti-war. That was our intention from the beginning." 14
And what better way to criticize war-in Vietnam and elsewhere-than through a MASH
unit stationed close to the front in Korea, with doctors and nurses dedicated to saving
lives? Rather than glorifying war and its heroic enterprises, as did earlier films on World
War II, the show sheds light on the gruesome violence and painful injuries sustained by
soldiers and civilians, taking much of the glory away from combat. 15 The ultimate irony

13. John C. McWilliams, The 1960s Cultural Revolution (Wesport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2000), 47.
14. Larry Gelbart, Laughing Matters, 57.
15. Many of the characteristics of M*A*S*Hrender it extremely similar to a class of World War II
combat films that film historian Jeanine Basinger identifies as lasting from 1965 to 1975. She argues that
the Vietnam War significantly affected World War II combat films produced during these years, such as
The Dirty Dozen (1967), causing an inversion of genre conventions, and she speculates that the genre
would not have changed so drastically had it not been for the conflict in Vietnam. The main characteristics
she identifies are "Inversion (turning the former beliefs and truths inside out, such as equating our side with
the Nazis, making us their counterparts in evil), Destruction (mocking the beliefs on which the genre is
based), Parody, Satire, and other types of comedy." Jeanine Basinger, The World War II Combat Film:
Anatomy of a Genre (Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2003), 181. Additionally, Basinger
notes that the main group in these films is composed of outsiders-much like the misfit doctors at the
4077th. Ibid., 189. Though M*A*S*H is not about the Second World War, it contains the same elements
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of the show is that the MASH doctors are saving the lives of their patients only to send
them back to the front to be injured again-or killed. Hawkeye, the main protagonist,
sums up the irony succinctly: "Sometimes I get the feeling we're only a bunch of
mechanics .... Doctors fix people up so they can go on living-we fix them up so they
can go back and get killed. We're running a body and fender shop at a demolition
derby." 16 The close proximity of the doctors and their work to the front thus provides a
poignant juxtaposition that criticizes war and its futility.

M*A *S*H further reflects the anti-war culture of the 1960s and 1970s through the
attitudes and actions of the doctors who work at the MASH unit. Hawkeye and his
tentmate for the first three seasons, Trapper, constantly disparage the war in Korea and
their compulsory service. In an episode from the first season in which one of Hawkeye's
friends dies, he says, "War's a dirty business ... none of us should be here." 17 In fact,
Hawkeye tells Major Frank Bums, his other tentmate, that the only reason he is in Korea
is because he "foolishly opened an invitation from President Truman to come to this
costume party." 18 Not only does Hawkeye not want to be in Korea, but he ridicules the
very nature of the war by calling it a "costume party." In a subsequent episode, Hawkeye
characterizes the war as childish and playful when he tells a teenager who is actually too

as the "inverted" World War II combat films. For more information on this class of movies, see Ibid., 18192.
16. "The General's Practitioner," M*A*S*H, season 5, episode 20, produced by Gene Reynolds, Allan
Katz, Don Reo, and Burt Metcalfe, aired February 15, 1977 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox
Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD.
17. "Sometimes You Hear the Bullet," M*A *S*H, season 1, episode 17, produced by Gene Reynolds,
aired January 28, 1973 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001), DVD.
This episode is widely considered by scholars, critics, and the M* A*S*H cast and crew to be the first
episode that truly dealt with serious issues of war.
18. "The Pilot," season 1, episode 1, 1972.
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young to be fighting in Korea but lied to his draft board, "If you wanna dress up like a
soldier and play Marine, that's up to you." 19 Such comments take all dignity and glory
away from the war, degrading it to nothing more than a highly unfortunate and foolish
situation.
As a natural outgrowth of anti-war sentiments and culture, the 1960s and 1970s
also saw the emergence of strong anti-military and anti-authoritarian sentiments.
Because of the inextricable relationship between the military and war, the anti-military
sentiments in M*A *S*H and in America were implicit in anti-war expressions and vice
versa. Some American Gis fought for their right to publish anti-military and anti-war
materials in GI newspapers, and they criticized the military's seemingly oppressive
regulations (for example, the lack of free speech). 20 Likewise, Hawkeye's disdain for the
Army stems from the violent war that the military orchestrates and that constantly injures
and kills so many soldiers on whom he operates. He also laughs in the face of Army
regulations, many of which seem silly to him, and any officer who tries to enforce them,
regardless ofrank. 21
The anti-authoritarian sentiments in the show and in America also grew out of
anti-war sentiments: both Hawkeye and anti-war proponents blamed authority figures for
the Korean and Vietnam Wars, respectively. Anti-war protesters in the 1960s frequently
jeered, "Hey, hey, LBJ, how many kids did you kill today?" In a similar, albeit lighter,
vein, Hawkeye quips in a season four episode: "To err is Truman"-a common comment
19. "Sometimes You Hear the Bullet," season 1, episode 17, 1973.
20. Barbara L. Tischler, "Voices of Protest: Women and the GI Anti-war Press," in Sights on the
Sixties, ed. Barbara L. Tischler (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 1992), 199-201.
21. For example, in "The Interview" Hawkeye comments on the Army's "fascination" or "grand
obsession" with the kind of shoes that its servicemen wear. "The Interview," season 4, episode 24, 1976.
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by Republicans during the 1940s and 1950s. 22 The only authority figure whom Hawkeye
and the other M*A *S*H characters do not disrespect is Colonel Sherman Potter, a regular
Army man who saw action in both world wars. The MASH doctors respect Colonel
Potter because, like them, he does not support American involvement in Korea-though
he respects the Army and authority figures-and just wants to go home. This
characterization is significant because it demonstrates the deep connection between antiauthoritarian, anti-military, and anti-war sentiments: because Colonel Potter is against the
war and its ugliness and futility, he is an acceptable and likable commanding officer.
Aside from the expected wartime horrors of violence and death, one of the most
deplorable aspects of the war, in the minds of Hawkeye, Trapper, and most of the other
MASH personnel, is the young age of the soldiers. All of the surgeons and nurses at the
4077th are constantly upset by how young the wounded are: the soldiers still seem to be
children-the doctors and nurses even frequently refer to their patients as "kids."
Hawkeye tells Nurse Carlye, a newcomer to the Korean War, that the war makes it seem
"as if they machine-gunned a high school class. " 23 M*A *S*H' s identification of soldiers
as children makes the war horrifying for the doctors, as well as for the viewers of the
show-it seems viscerally cruel to rob people who are so young of their innocence and,
quite often, their lives-especially as leaders talked for two years to end the conflict with
no real effect.

22. "Change of Command," M*A*S*H, season 4, episode 2, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry
Gelbart, aired September 19, 1975 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008),
DVD.
23. "The More I See You," M*A*S*H, season 4, episode 22, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry
Gelbart, aired February 10, 1976 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008),
DVD.
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The identification of soldiers as children also reflects a grim reality of the
Vietnam War: the soldiers were often young, typically in their late teens and early
twenties-especially compared to the average age of twenty-six for American soldiers
during World War II. The anti-war movement of the 1960s and 1970s consisted largely
of this same demographic of young Americans. As anti-war protests grew "larger and
angrier each passing day," M*A *S*Htook up the call: the doctors of the 4077th became
mouthpieces for the young members of the anti-war movement and for soldiers
overseas. 24 The doctors' disgust and sadness at the presence of so many "kids" in their
operating room-in fact, very rarely do older soldiers come through the hospital's O.R.is expressed in almost every episode, sometimes in hyperbole. In a season two episode,
an American GI wants to marry a Korean woman who is the mother of his child, and he
asks Hawkeye for help in arranging their marriage. Hawkeye, feeling a sense of urgency,
wants to have them married "before their kid is old enough to get drafted. " 25 Hawkeye's
comment brings attention to both the age issue and the loss of innocence and life in war.
It also highlights his desire to stop the young from being drafted, injured, and/or killed,

especially while the conflict was in a stalemate and peace talks were in progress. Just as
the young Americans in the anti-war movement were dedicated to protesting the Vietnam
War and keeping people out of combat, so the doctors and nurses of the 4077th dedicated
themselves to protecting the lives of people who could not avoid the war.

24. Stephanie A. Slocum-Schaffer, America in the Seventies (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University
Press, 2003), 102.
25. "Local Indigenous Personnel," M*A*S*H, season 2, episode 7, produced by Gene Reynolds and
Larry Gelbart, aired October 27, 1973 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment,
2002), DVD.
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The controversial nature and unpopularity of the conflict in Vietnam, along with
the influence of the anti-war movement, produced a large group of draft evaders. Over
200,000 Americans evaded the draft-some even emigrated to Canada and Sweden.
Many others who did not evade the draft or serve willingly were reluctant draftees. Like
the American population during the Vietnam War, M*A *S*H also contains its fair share
of reluctant draftees and unsuccessful draft evaders. Hawkeye makes several comments
throughout the series that characterize him as a reluctant draftee aside from his gibe about
President Truman's "invitation." In one episode, he claims that "two guys from the draft
board caught [him] with a big butterfly net," and in a letter to his father, he signs as
"Your loving son and unsuccessful draft dodger." 26 Hawkeye is not the only reluctant
draftee at the 4077th-in fact, most of the regular MASH personnel, with the exception
of Major Bums, Major Houlihan, and Colonel Potter, seem to be reluctant draftees. 27 In
a 1976 episode, when asked by a friend if he has ever thought of deserting, Hawkeye's
response reflects the prevalence of reluctant draftees that was much more characteristic of
the conflict in Vietnam than of that in Korea: "There's a waiting list. You have to stand in
line to go AWOL!" 28 However, though Hawkeye wants nothing more than to get out of
the war, he never endeavors to permanently leave the 4077th or takes any drastic
measures in order to be sent home by the Army.

26. "Crisis," M*A*S*H, season 2, episode 21, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart, aired
February 9, 1974 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2002), DVD; "Dear
Dad," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 12, produced by Gene Reynolds, aired December 17, 1972 (Beverly
Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001), DVD.
27. Many scholars and critics note the doctors' characterization as reluctant draftees. See for example
Turow, Playing Doctor, 212; Reiss, M*A*S*H: The Exclusive, Inside Story, 74.
28. "The More I See You," season 4, episode 22, 1976.
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In contrast to Hawkeye, one reluctant draftee on M*A *S*H completely dedicates
himself to getting out of the Army: Corporal Max Klinger. Klinger first appears in the
fourth episode of M*A *S*H ("Chief Surgeon Who?"), standing sentry duty and wearing a
skirt and heels: he is dressed like a woman in hopes of receiving a Section 8
psychological discharge. Throughout the first six seasons, Klinger very rarely appears in
regular Army fatigues-he is almost always wearing a skirt or dress and various feminine
accessories, and he relishes any opportunity to meet officers or psychiatrists and convince
them that he is crazy and should be sent home. When Colonel Sherman Potter takes
command of the 4077th after Henry Blake's departure, Klinger introduces himself to
Potter: "I'm Section 8, head to toe. I'm wearing a Warner bra. I like to play with dolls.
My last wish is to be buried in my mother's wedding gown. I'm nuts. I should be out!"
Colonel Potter, however, is not fazed and says that he once had a soldier who insisted that
he was a daisy and needed to be watered every morning. 29
Intent upon getting out of the Army, Klinger searches for any other way to prove
his insanity. In the fifth and sixth seasons, his attempts escalate to include acting
seriously depressed, feigning self-immolation, claiming he is Zoltan, king of the gypsies,
and pretending that he has a camel that goes with him everywhere. 30 The idea for
Klinger's character allegedly came from the story of comedian Lenny Bruce, who
29. "Change of Command," season 4, episode 2, 1975.
30. "The Colonel's Horse," M*A*S*H, season 5, episode 11, produced by Gene Reynolds, Allan Katz,
Don Reo, and Burt Metcalfe, aired December 7, 1976 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home
Entertainment, 2008), DVD; "The Most Unforgettable Characters," M*A*S*H, season 5, episode 14,
produced by Gene Reynolds, Allan Katz, Don Reo, and Burt Metcalfe, aired January 4, 1977 (Beverly
Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD; "Hawkeye Get Your Gun,"
M*A*S*H, season 5, episode 10, produced by Gene Reynolds, Allan Katz, Don Reo, and Burt Metcalfe,
aired November 30, 1976 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD;
"Last Laugh," M* A *S*H, season 6, episode 3, produced by Burt Metcalfe, aired October 4, 1977 (Beverly
Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2004), DVD.
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received a dishonorable discharge from the Navy during World War II after dressing as a
WAVE and insisting that he had homosexual inclinations. 31 Jamie Farr, the actor who
played Klinger, actually served during the Korean War, and he said that he knew people
just like Klinger who "tried all kinds of bizarre tricks to get discharged. " 32
Though Parr's and Bruce's experiences come from earlier wars, reluctant draftees
in Vietnam also took similarly drastic, though less comedic, measures to end their
participation in combat and/or get out of the service. Some of these soldiers in Vietnam
went so far as to sabotage military equipment or kill superior officers using fragmentation
grenades. 33 Klinger's efforts to get out of the Army pale in comparison to the sometimes
violent acts that soldiers in Vietnam undertook, but his amusing efforts and dedication to
getting out of the Army allow M*A *S*H to safely address and highlight the controversial
issue of reluctant draftees and draft evaders in Vietnam.
As M*A *S*H moved into its later seasons, especially after the American role in
the Vietnam War had ended and the tensions in society surrounding the conflict
dissipated, it shifted focus from such controversial topics as reluctant draftees and the
youth of American Gls to character development, relationships, and how the different
characters dealt with the effects of the war. 34 The anti-war attitude of M*A *S*H is still
evident in its later seasons, but it is much less blatant than in the earlier seasons. Along

31. Harris, Scheele, and Bruton, M*A*S*H: Binding Up the Wounds, 17.
32. Reiss, M*A*S*H: The Exclusive, Inside Story, 51.
33. Gerald R. Gioglio, "In the Belly of the Beast: Conscientious Objectors in the Military during the
Vietnam War," in Sights on the Sixties, ed. Tischler, 212.
34. James H. Wittebols, Watching M*A*S*H, Watching America: A Social History ofthe 1972-1983
Television Series (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co., 1998), 74.
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with easing off of the anti-war message, M*A *S*H also eased its ridiculing of pro-war
and pro-military attitudes.
Though M*A *S*H mocks the pro-war and pro-military characters and attitudes on
the show, especially in its early seasons, it nevertheless gives viewers an important
window into the part of 1960s and 1970s American society that did support the military
and the war-a point wholly neglected by scholars and critics of M*A *S*H. The lack of
consideration of this topic reflects a larger preoccupation with the counterculture of the
sixties and seventies, resulting in less interest in the traditional culture. Majors Frank
Burns and Margaret Houlihan represent the pro-war conservatives of American society:
they believe the war is a noble, patriotic endeavor that will benefit the Koreans and stem
the tide of communism. Frank expresses his sentiments in an interview with a war
correspondent at the end of season four: "I think Korea will become a shining example of
the American policy of benign military intervention."35 The war hawks in America
during the Korean and Vietnam Wars held the same beliefs and ideals as Margaret and
Frank-they believed that the American presence in Korea, and then in Vietnam, was
noble as well as necessary to prevent the spread of communism to those countries and
then to the rest of their regions. This "domino theory" guided many of President Lyndon
B. Johnson's decisions regarding Vietnam, as did America's "promise" to faithfully
defend South Vietnam's independence. 36 Frank rather dramatically expresses the same
"domino theory" justification in a speech to his fellow MASH personnel: "We're here to
keep the peace, to keep the enemy back behind the 38th parallel where they came from,
35. "The Interview," season 4, episode 24, 1976.
36. John Robert Greene, America in the Sixties (Syracuse, NY: Syracuse University Press, 2010), 122,
129.
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or else, they'll spread south, down Korea, turn left, and the next thing we know, they'll be
marching down Main Street, USA!" 37 Frank's and President Johnson's sentiments
embody the ideas of the pro-war faction in America: the military interventions in Korea
and Vietnam were necessary because they combatted communism and spread American
democratic ideals.
The pro-war Americans were naturally also pro-military. Just as the Vietnam
War saw its fair share of draft evaders, it saw a large number of volunteers eager to serve
in the army and aid their country' s noble endeavors. In a season two episode, Frank
expresses a similar view to Margaret: "You're serving your country in the most noble
way a woman can!"38 Margaret tells Frank in the next season that she volunteered "to
serve the army [she loves]." 39 Other pro-military characters on M*A *S*H reveal
additional incentives that similarly motivated some Americans to serve in Vietnam: the
desire to become a hero, the opportunity for "boys" to become "men," and the chance to
fight for America and the countries it protected by killing the communist enemy. 40 One
Army nurse's explanation for joining the service during the Vietnam War reflects the
patriotism and sense of duty to America and its causes that played into the decisions of

37. "Dr. Pierce and Mr. Hyde," M*A*S*H, season 2, episode 5, produced by Gene Reynolds and
Larry Gelbart, aired October 13, 1973 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment,
2002), DVD.
38. "Hot Lips and Empty Arms," M*A*S*H, season 2, episode 14, produced by Gene Reynolds and
Larry Gelbart, aired December 15, 1973 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment,
2002), DVD.
39. "Aid Station," M*A *S*H, season 3, episode 19, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart,
aired February 11 , 1975 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD.
40. See, for example, "Sometimes You Hear the Bullet," season 1, episode 17, 1973; "The
Ringbanger," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 16, produced by Gene Reynolds, aired January 21, 1973
(Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001), DVD; "The General's
Practitioner," season 5, episode 20, 1977.
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Americans and the pro-military M*A *S*H characters: she joined the Army during the
Vietnam War because she felt it was her patriotic duty and because she thought that
"whatever we were doing, we were doing because it was right." 41 Similarly, Frank and
Margaret do not question American military intervention or practices-at one point Frank
even advocates blindly following leaders. 42 They obediently follow orders and believe
that, whatever they are doing in Korea, it is "right."
Frank's and Margaret's pro-war/pro-military sentiments are in constant tension
with Hawkeye's anti-war/anti-military/anti-authoritarian sentiments, reflecting the
tensions within American society in the sixties and seventies. In a season five episode,
Frank exasperatedly confronts Hawkeye: "You just don't understand people wanting to
fight for their country, do you?" Hawkeye responds, "Sure I do, but this isn't my
country." 43 Almost all of the disagreements between Hawkeye and Frank remain verbal,
but the opposing factions in the United States during the Vietnam War were not so lucky.
Anti-war protests oftentimes turned violent even if law enforcement or pro-war advocates
did not seek to counter the anti-war activities. Although M*A *S*H constantly ridicules
the pro-war/pro-military characters in order to convey its anti-war messages, the
characters and their values nevertheless point to the existence of similar ideals in some
parts of sixties and seventies American society.
Treatment of Koreans

41. As quoted in Tischler, "Voices of Protest," in Sights on the Sixties, ed. Tischler, 199.
42. "The Novocaine Mutiny," M*A *S*H, season 4, episode 20, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry
Gelbart, aired January 27, 1976 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008),
DVD.
43. "The General's Practitioner," season 5, episode 20, 1977.
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An interesting and rarely studied aspect of M*A *S*H that combines the influence
of the Vietnam War, particularly the anti-war movement, and racial attitudes and tensions
generated by the 1960s civil rights movement is the show's portrayal and treatment of
Koreans, North and South. 44 The civil rights movement emphasized and strove for racial
equality between blacks and whites in America-this same ideal of equality is evident in
the way that most of the M*A *S*H characters treat the Koreans. This humane portrayal
also reflects the influence of the anti-war movement because it depicts the horrors of war
and questions who the enemy actually is-more often than not, the enemy is the war and
American participation in it. Despite this critical and seemingly anti-imperialist attitude,
M*A *S*H is not as progressive as it appears: it maintains a paternalistic and imperialist

stance towards Korea and its inhabitants, thus reflecting American attitudes of the 1960s
and 1970s.
M*A *S*H emerged in the post-civil rights movement era, and the characters'

treatment of Koreans reflects the ideal of equality generated by that movement. Just as
African Americans fought to have the same rights and privileges as white Americans,
most of the MASH personnel fight against the racist, inhumane treatment of Koreans and
give them back a human identity. The most powerful connection to the civil rights
movement comes in the season one episode "The Moose," in which Hawkeye discovers
that some American Gls buy South Korean women to be their servants-their "moose."
44. The only work that extensively considers M*A*S*H's treatment ofKoreans is David Scott
Diffrient, M*A *S*H (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 2008), 103-22. Diffrient focuses mostly on
the Asian stereotypes within the show and lacks historical background. Yvonne Tasker briefly discusses
some of the same issues that Diffrient identifies, such as the use of Asian actors who are not Korean for
Korean roles, suggesting the stereotype that all Asians look alike, in "Comic Situations/Endless War:
M* A *S*H and War as Entertainment," in War lsn 't Hell, It's Entertainment: Essays on Visual Media and
the Representation ofConjlict, ed. Rikke Schubert, Fabian Virchow, Debra White-Stanley, and Tanja
Thomas (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co., 2009), 144. In the same essay, she extends this Asian
stereotype to include the interchangeability of the Korean and Vietnam Wars (143).
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The episode draws several parallels between African American slavery and the plight of
Korean women who enter servitude as moose. Hawkeye endeavors to free a South
Korean moose, Yung-hi, from a visiting sergeant: Hawkeye clearly views her situation as
a form of slavery. One large departure from the implicit comparison to African
American slavery, however, is that Yung-hi is enthusiastic about her work and seems too
naive to realize that she should not be treated in such a way, so Hawkeye gives her
"demoosifying" lessons to help her see herself as a person rather than a servant. In a
poignant scene that highlights M*A *S*Hs emphasis on equality, Dr. "Spearchucker"
Jones, an African American surgeon at the 4077th, takes Yung-hi's hand, touches it to his
face and then her face, and says, "We're all the same-get it?"45 This scene is
particularly powerful because it shows the newfound equality and respect that African
Americans had gained from the civil rights movement and directly applies those ideas to
South Koreans.
The seeming progressive attitude towards Koreans in "The Moose" and
Hawkeye's staunch opposition to Yung-hi's servitude becomes problematic and less
progressive when juxtaposed against the presence ofHo-jon, Hawkeye's and Trapper's
South Korean houseboy. Ho-jon is, for all intents and purposes, a servant to Hawkeye
and Trapper; however, the two doctors do not seem to view the boy's position as that of a
servant. Perhaps the most ironic part about Ho-jon's situation is that he explains to a
disbelieving Hawkeye and Trapper why Yung-hi is okay with being a "moose," while the
doctors remain completely oblivious to the fact that they have placed Ho-jon in a similar
position of inferiority. The discrepancy between the doctors' treatment ofYung-hi and
45. "The Moose," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 5, produced by Gene Reynolds, aired October 15,
1972 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001), DVD.
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Ho-jon suggest that servitude is not so much a racial issue as it is a gender issue: it is
acceptable to subject a young man to menial tasks-but not a young woman. The
gendered aspect of "The Moose" complicates M*A *S*H' s advocacy of the humanity and
equality of Koreans.
Nonetheless, the MASH personnel frequently and unhesitatingly assist the local
Koreans, further demonstrating the show's emphasis that the Koreans are people who
deserve unprejudiced, humane treatment. Father Mulcahy, the 4077th's chaplain, is
almost always raising money for Sister Theresa's orphanage that cares for Korean
children left parentless by the war. In "The Kids," the 4077th takes care of the children
because the orphanage is being shelled. Everyone (except Frank, predictably) is
extremely welcoming and seems genuinely joyful and dedicated while caring for the
children. At the end when the children leave, the MASH personnel hug and kiss them as
if they were their own. The 4077th also regularly gives medical supplies and assistance
to the local South Koreans. Through their actions, the doctors and nurses of the 4077th
display M*A *S*H's egalitarian attitudes towards and humane treatment of the South
Koreans.

M*A *S*H does not limit itself to advocating equality for South Koreans-it even
advocates treating the North Koreans as humanely as possible. In "Germ Warfare"
Hawkeye and Frank get into a heated debate about a wounded North Korean soldier in
the O.R. Frank does not want to operate on him because it would help "the other side,"
but Hawkeye believes that it is his duty as a doctor and as a human being to take care of
the North Korean, so he operates on him and nurses him back to health. 46 A similar

46. "Germ Warfare," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 11, produced by Gene Reynolds, aired December
10, 1972 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001), DVD.
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incident occurs in the season three episode "Bombed," in which Frank once again refuses
to operate on a North Korean and Hawkeye operates instead. In addition to his care of
North Koreans, Hawkeye endeavors to change the racist attitudes of the people he meets
who view the North Koreans as less than human. In "Sometimes You Hear the Bullet,"
when an overeager Marine tells Hawkeye that he is "all ready to go out and kill me some
more gooks," Hawkeye's response highlights the show's humane, egalitarian attitude
towards North Koreans: "Wendell, 'gooks' are people too."47 While Hawkeye's
statement conveys a message to Wendell on the show and highlights the influence of the
civil rights movement, it also reflects the conservative, racist attitudes still extant in
America and the tension between racism and ideals of equality.
The racist attitudes towards Asians, like other conservative elements of the show,
are most visible in the character of Frank Bums. Frank is perpetually paranoid that any
Korean who comes to the 4077th is a communist, and he clearly does not view the
Koreans as humans as Hawkeye does. Instead, Frank refers to the Koreans as the
"yellow horde," "slant-eyed yellow devil[s]," "slickies," "yellow reds," and "pagans"
(among other derogatory phrases). 48 Frank's declamations are examples of the most
virulent and derogatory racism in the show-attitudes that were still prominent in 1960s
4 7. "Sometimes You Hear the Bullet," season 1, episode 17, 1973.
48. "The Sniper," M*A*S*H, season 2, episode 10, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart,
aired November 17, 1973 Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2002), DVD;
"Rainbow Bridge," M*A*S*H, season 3, episode 2, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart, aired
September 17, 1974 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD;
"Bombed," M*A*S*H, season 3, episode 15, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart, aired January
7, 1975 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD; "The Kids,"
M*A *S*H, season 4, episode 8, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart, aired October 31, 1975
Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD; "O.R.," M*A*S*H, season
3, episode 5, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart, aired October 8, 1974 Beverly Hills, CA:
Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD; "Ping Pong," M*A*S*H, season 5, episode 16,
produced by Gene Reynolds, Allan Katz, Don Reo, and Burt Metcalfe, aired January 18, 1977 (Beverly
Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD.
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and 1970s conservative American society towards non-whites. This white supremacist
mentality is also evident in the character of Nurse Regina in the season two episode
"Local Indigenous Personnel." She is upset that Hawkeye arranged a marriage between
"one of our guys and a gook" and condescendingly tells him, "We're white, silly."

49

Hawkeye breaks off his relationship with Regina because he cannot tolerate her
conservative, white supremacist attitude. Through these sentiments M*A *S*H provides a
view of conservative racial attitudes in 1960s and 1970s America, making sure that they
are ridiculed and disrespected by Hawkeye and other anti-war characters.
The Vietnam War--especially the anti-war movement that it generated-adds
another layer of commentary to M*A *S*H's treatment of Koreans: the show uses
Koreans to criticize the war and to depict how the horrors of war affect civilian
populations. Sometimes M*A *S*H's criticism of the war through Koreans is humorous,
like in the season two episode "Five O'Clock Charlie." A North Korean pilot tries to
blow up the new ammo dump near the 4077th, and he consistently flies over the camp at
five p.m. every day for six to seven weeks. However, rather than being portrayed as a
menace, Charlie is comically aggressive: his bomb always misses the ammo dump and
the 4077th. The MASH personnel tum Charlie's endeavors into a game, betting on how
many yards away the bomb will hit each day. 5° This comic portrayal of the North Korean
enemy presents him as incompetent but dedicated and ridicules the nature of the war,
turning it into nothing more than an entertaining farce.

49. "Local Indigenous Personnel," season 2, episode 7, 1973.
50. "Five O' Clock Charlie," M*A*S*H, season 2, episode 2, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry
Gelbart, aired September 22, 1973 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2002),
DVD.
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At other times, M*A *S*H's criticism of the war through the portrayal of Koreans
is much more serious than "Five O'Clock Charlie" and builds upon the show' s humane
treatment of Koreans. M*A *S*H does not only show the Koreans as "people"-it also
shows them as people deeply affected by a war over which they have little to no control.
In the season two episode "The Chosen People," the 4077th encounters a South Korean
family dispossessed by the war: the land that the 4077th occupies was the family's farm
before the war. The first episode of season four, "Welcome to Korea," presents a similar
situation: Hawkeye, Radar, and BJ come across a dispossessed South Korean family
whose daughters are checking a field for landmines to see if they can resettle there. One
of the daughters finds a mine, which explodes and seriously injures her leg. Many other
episodes also address the terrible plight of the South Koreans: children collecting brass in
minefields to sell for money, injuries and casualties from bombings, uprooted families
and orphaned children, and families reduced to selling their daughters as moose to
American G Is. 51 Radar perhaps puts it best when he tells a war correspondent in "The
Interview" that looking the South Korean children in the face-seeing them as human
beings deeply affected by the war-is what the war is really about. Radar' s insight into
the dire effects of the war upon the Koreans demonstrates M*A *S*H' s criticism of the

51. "The Kids," season 4, episode 8, 1975; "Souvenirs," M*A*S*H, season 5, episode 22, produced by
Gene Reynolds, Allan Katz, Don Reo, and Burt Metcalfe, aired March 1, 1977 (Beverly Hills, CA:
Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD; "For the Good of the Outfit," M*A*S*H,
season 2, episode 4, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart, aired October 6, 1973 (Beverly Hills,
CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2002), DVD; "Dear Sigmund," M*A*S*H, season 5,
episode 7, produced by Gene Reynolds, Allan Katz, Don Reo, and Burt Metcalfe, aired November 9, 1976
(Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD; "The Chosen People,"
M* A*S* H, season 2, episode 19, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gel bart, aired January 26, 1974
(Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2002), DVD; "Kim," M*A*S*H, season
2, episode 6, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart, aired October 20, 1973 (Beverly Hills, CA:
Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2002), DVD; "In Love and War," M*A*S*H, season 6,
episode 7, produced by Burt Metcalfe, aired November 1, 1977 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox
Home Entertainment, 2004), DVD; "The Moose," season 1, episode 7, 1972.
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war and also show M*A *S*Hs questioning the nature of the conflict itself: who is the
real enemy? More often than not, the answer in M*A *S*H is not the North Koreans and
Chinese, but instead is the war and especially American involvement in it-sentiments
shared by anti-war Americans in the 1960s and 1970s.
The criticism of American involvement in Korea also speaks to anti-imperialist52
sentiments of the 1970s generated by both the civil rights and anti-war movements. The
radical seventies leftist group Rising Up Angry expressed some of these sentiments in its
newspaper of the same name in 1972: "We've got to struggle against our own racist
attitudes and the racism of our people and at the same time actively support the struggle
of third world people." 53 M*A *S*Hs treatment of Koreans, particularly Hawkeye's fight
against racist American Gls and his emphasis on the humanity of the Koreans, mirrors
these same attitudes. Furthermore, Hawkeye clearly abhors American intervention in
Korea and believes that the United States is doing more harm than good, which he
sardonically demonstrates in a notable season three comment:
I just don't know why they're shooting at us-all we wanna do is bring them
democracy and white bread-transplant the American Dream: freedom,
achievement, hyper-acidity, affluence, flatulence, technology, tension, the
inalienable right to an early coronary sitting at your desk while plotting to stab
your boss in the back. 54

52. Though anti-imperialist is a somewhat harsh term, it best encompasses the sentiments to which
this paper refers. By "anti-imperialism," I mean the opposition to imperialism, which I define as
intervention in the affairs of other countries (militarily or otherwise), imposition of American ways of life
and governance, and the perceived superiority (racial, cultural, technological, etc.) of Americans to
supposedly "inferior" peoples. In this definition of imperialism, the idea of American racial superiority
specifically refers to white supremacy.
53. Rising Up Angry, 1972, as quoted in James Tracy, "Rising Up: Poor, White, and Angry in the New
Left," in The Hidden 1970s: Histories of Radicalism, ed. Dan Berger (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers
University Press, 2010), 214.
54. "O.R.," season 3, episode 5, 1974.
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These sentiments run throughout the show and highlight the influence of anti-imperialist
thought. However, they give way to subtler but nevertheless strong paternalistic and
supremacist attitudes.
As much as M*A *S*H criticizes American involvement in Korea and tries to
emphasize the equality and humanity of Koreans, the MASH personnel feel that Korea
offers nothing for them; 5 5 however, it seems that the 4077th and America have everything
to offer to the Koreans. The juxtaposition of these sentiments creates a distinctly
paternalistic and imperialist attitude towards Korea that reflects the influence of
prevailing imperialist attitudes in America in the 1960s and 1970s. On the one hand, the
characters in M*A *S*Hhate Korea and have many different derogatory nicknames for it,
such as "oriental purgatory," "the armpit of the universe," and "a godforsaken toilet with
trees. " 56 The doctors and nurses of the 4077th want nothing more than to get out of
Korea and go back to the United States. They also make very little effort to learn the
Korean language and seem to know only basic words and phrases once season four
begins-at least several months in M*A *S*Htime. 57 In addition, the MASH personnel
are constantly taking care of the local Koreans as if they were children, bringing them
medical supplies and teaching them Western medicine-enlightening the Koreans and
teaching them the error of their apparently primitive ways. Oftentimes when the doctors
55. Yvonne Tasker also notes this attitude towards Korea in M*A *S*H in "Comic Situations/Endless
War," in War lsn 't Hell, It's Entertainment, ed. Schubert, Virchow, White-Stanley, and Thomas, 143.
56. "The Winchester Tapes," M* A *S*H, season 6, episode 5, produced by Burt Metcalfe, aired
October 18, 1977 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2004), DVD; Diffrient,
M*A*S*H, 105.
57. Wittebols notes that beginning in seasons four and five M*A *S*H goes beyond simple encounters
between the Americans and Koreans "to show viewers that the Korean people have a long history and
elaborate culture." He attributes the growing awareness in M*A*S*H of Korean culture to the influx of
Vietnamese refugees entering the United States after 1975. Wittebols, Watching M*A*S*H, Watching
America, 63-64.
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and nurses help the locals, they do so in a way that removes the Koreans from their
country and culture. For example, in the first episode of M*A *S*H, Hawkeye and
Trapper decide that they want to do something nice for their Korean houseboy Ho-jon,
and they settle on sending him to college at Hawkeye's alma mater. Hawkeye and
Trapper also help an American GI marry his Korean war-bride and legally take her back
to the United States. In another episode, Trapper decides to adopt a Korean orphan and
eventually take him to America, only to be disappointed when the child's mother comes
at the end of the episode and takes him away. While the 4077th's care for the local
Koreans is touching, especially in such an horrific war environment, their actions and
attitudes nevertheless create distinct paternalistic and imperialist undertones that
problematize the "equality" of Koreans on M*A *S*H.
To further complicate the race issue, M*A *S*H perpetuates several racial
stereotypes that detracts from its seemingly progressive treatment of non-whites. The
nickname for Dr. Jones, "Spearchucker," is an extremely racist term which implies that
he, African Americans, and Africans are primitive, uncivilized people. 58 Aside from this
offensive term, the most glaring stereotypes on M*A *S*H relate to Koreans and, more
generally, Asians. For example, in a season four episode Hawkeye tries food that a
Korean family cooked for him, and he stops mid-chew to ask them where the dog isalluding to the common misconception that Koreans eat dog. 59 The other popular
stereotype that M*A *S*H unintentionally perpetuates is the idea that all Asians look
alike. The show uses Asian actors of many different ethnicities to play its Korean roles,

58. This slur is a vestige from the MASH novel and movie but is still problematic.
59. "Hawkeye," M*A*S*H, season 4, episode 18, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart,
aired January 13, 1976 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD.
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and oftentimes these actors would "mangle Korean language beyond comprehension," as
one Korean viewer observed-although clearly M*A *S*H's creators and many viewers
could not discern this difference. 60 The perceived similarity and interchangeability of
different Asian peoples extends even to the show's intentional mixture of the Korean and
Vietnam wars.

61

Ironically, M*A *S*H pokes fun at the stereotype in its second episode

when a Korean man tells Henry, "You know how it is, Colonel. We all look alike." 62
However, the show seems completely unaware that its use of non-Korean actors and
blending of the Korean and Vietnam wars is problematic in that it perpetuates the
extremely inaccurate view that all Asians look alike. This idea and other stereotypes on
the show problematize its emphasis on racial equality and hint at underlying attitudes of
imperialism and white supremacy that were prevalent during the sixties, seventies, and,
more generally, the Cold War.
The Cold War
The Cold War encompasses and explains the conflicts in Vietnam and Korea,
making the aspects of Cold War culture and thought that M*A *S*H draws upon doubly
appropriate for its content. The most prominent aspect of Cold War thought that
M*A *S*H employs in its representation of the Korean War is the "us versus them" view

60. Philip W. Chung, as quoted in Diffrient, M*A*S*H, 118. Diffrient and Yvonne Tasker both
discuss the problematic use of non-Koreans to fill Korean roles. Diffrient, M*A*S*H, 117-19; Yvonne
Tasker, "Comic Situations/Endless War: M* A *S*H and War as Entertainment," in War Isn't Hell, It's
Entertainment: Essays on Visual Media and the Representation of Conflict, ed. Rikke Schubert, Fabian
Virchow, Debra White-Stanley, and Tanja Thomas (Jefferson, NC: McFarland & Co., 2009), 144.
61. Tasker, "Comic Situations/Endless War," in War Isn't Hell, It's Entertainment, ed. Schubert,
Virchow, White-Stanley, and Thomas, 143.
62. "To Market, To Market," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 2, produced by Gene Reynolds, aired
September 24, 1972 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001 ), DVD.
Diffrient notes that in this episode, the writer (Burt Styler) mistakenly identifies Korea as a southeast Asian
country instead of an east Asian one, thus further perpetuation the stereotype. Diffrient, M* A*S*H, 113.
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of anti -communist and communist nations. 63 The communist/anti -communist dichotomy
certainly appears in M*A *S*H, but more often than not, the show subverts this
dichotomy and uses the subversion to comment on American society and make a
statement about the contemporary war in Vietnam. Subversions aside, the constant "us
versus them" dynamic in M*A *S*H demonstrates that M*A *S*H reflects the Cold War
culture from which it emerged.
The bipolar ideology of the Cold War originated in 194 7 with President Harry
Truman's assertion that the United States needed to aid and protect countries faced with
the looming threat of communism. This communist versus anti-communist mindset is
evident in M*A *S*H, particularly in the character of Major Frank Burns. In a statement
similar to his aforementioned one about communists marching down Main Street, USA,
he explains to a group of MASH personnel that they are in Korea "to stem the red tideto finish up the commies. " 64 He truly takes this mission to heart and treats every Korean
he meets as a communist enemy. He even violates his training as a doctor and refuses to
operate on South Korean soldiers and civilians. This refusal may seem cruel, but it
highlights the communist/anti-communist dichotomy and "us versus them" mentality of
the Cold War that influenced many Americans and defined American foreign policy for
decades after World War II.
Frank's unyielding dedication to stemming the red tide and treating every Korean
as the enemy underscores another aspect of American Cold War culture: anxiety. During
63. "Us versus them" refers to a broader theory of social identity first developed by psychologist
Henri Tajfel. For the purposes of this paper, "us versus them" means the antagonism between two distinct
opposing groups and the exclusionary, competitive mindset generated by this antagonism.
64. "Bulletin Board," M*A*S*H, season 3, episode 16, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry
Gelbart, aired January 14, 1975 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008),
DVD.
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the Cold War, Americans were extremely anxious about the spread of communism and
the menacing specter of nuclear annihilation. The height of this fear is perhaps no more
evident than in the activities of Senator Joseph McCarthy during the Red Scare of the
early1950s, in which he made baseless accusations and launched investigations into
alleged communists and communist activities within the United States. Fittingly, Frank
keeps a picture of Senator McCarthy with him in The Swamp (the tent he shares with
Hawkeye and Trapper/BJ).

65

Frank's irrational paranoia, no doubt inspired by his

idolization of McCarthy, is a central focus in "Of Moose and Men," in which he is
convinced that the local Koreans are undercover communists who have planted
explosives in and around the 4077th. He spends the entire episode combing the camp for
a landmine, and when Hawkeye asks Frank when he saw Koreans planting the mine, he
swiftly responds, "When I was checking my toothpaste for explosives." 66 This behavior
reflects the legacy of McCarthy's activities, as well as general Cold War-era anxieties
that continued into the 1960s and 1970s.
While M*A *S*H uses Frank to symbolize the traditional polarized mentality of
the Cold War, the show's most significant use of this dichotomy is its complete
subversion. For example, while Frank seems to be the only regular M*A *S*H character
(in addition to some guest characters) dedicated to actively waging the war against
communism, many of his beliefs seem to be more communist than American. He
advocates blindly following leaders; he does not see "any harm in doctors being ordered
65. Frank's picture of Senator McCarthy is mentioned only in "Tuttle," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode
15, produced by Gene Reynolds, aired January 14, 1973 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home
Entertainment, 2001), DVD.
66. "Of Moose and Men," M*A*S*H, season 4, episode 11, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry
Gelbart, aired November 21, 1975 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008),
DVD.
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to behave as patriotically as possible," rather than feeling patriotism from the heart; he
even advocates a communist ideal of sameness: "individuality's fine, as long as we all do
. togeth er. " 67 Th.IS subversion
. of the "us versus them" dynamic highlights M*A *S*Hs
It
criticism of conservative American Cold War ideology and anxiety as represented in
Frank's character, and it takes on an even greater significance when applied to a larger
scale on the show.
Historian Brian Danielson makes a compelling argument that most of the

M*A *S*H characters frequently engage in the fight against communism-because the
Army in M*A *S*H represents communism:
Noting that "excessive bureaucracy is a common sign, in capitalist popular
culture, of Communism," the critical orientation of M*A *S*H to the excessively
bureaucratic U.S. military through Radar's continual demands for signatures in
triplicate, the magnification of Bums' by the book approach to military discipline,
and the continual wrangling and backroom deals required to obtain basic supplies
can be read from a dominant perspective as a critical orientation to communism ....
The potential for this to occur is magnified when the bureaucracy is contrasted
with the efficiency of the 4077th in the operating room. 68
Danielson goes on to note the MASH personnel's ability to thrive in a hostile
environment with limited resources because of their use of cunning to resist and outsmart
the military bureaucracy. 69 This argument insightfully highlights how M*A *S*H
subverts the "us versus them" mindset to redefine the good and the bad: instead of pitting

67. "The Interview," season 4, episode 24, 1976; "George," M*A*S*H, season 2, episode 22,
produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart, aired February 16, 1974 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth
Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2002), DVD.
68. Brian Danielson, "(Re)membering Dissent: Framing Anti-War Sentiment in Public Memory and
Popular Culture through M* A *S*H" (master's thesis, California State University, Long Beach, 2008), 98.
69. Ibid.
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communists against anti-communists, the show pits the doctors against the Army, the
anti-war characters against the pro-war characters, the tolerant against the intolerant. 70
A central focus of M*A *S*H is the doctors constantly working to reverse the
actions of the Army: piecing wounded soldiers back together, providing for Koreans
whose villages have been destroyed by American artillery, and disregarding Army rules
and regulations. In "Some 38th Parallels," Hawkeye takes revenge on Colonel Coner, an
Army officer who "specializes in trading warm bodies for cold ones," by having one of
the MASH helicopters drop a load of the 4077th's garbage on him. 71 As Frank is
endeavoring to auction the garbage to the local Koreans, Hawkeye's action is a double
victory: one over Colonel Coner and one over Frank. On a smaller scale, the doctorsversus-Army dynamic pits Hawkeye and Trapper/BJ against Frank and Margaret.
Although Frank and Margaret are doctors, they truly belong in the Army category for the
doctors-versus-Army dichotomy because they love Army regulations, Army officers, and
war. 72 Hawkeye and Trapper constantly thwart Frank's and Margaret's efforts to
establish military discipline (and their efforts to spend time with each other). When it
seems that Trapper may go home in "Check-Up," leaving Hawkeye alone, Frank is
ecstatic and explains his joy to Margaret in "us versus them" terms: "They won't be them
70. Rick Mitz also notes what he calls the "shades of grays" between good and bad in M* A*S*H.
Rick Mitz, The Great TV Sitcom Book (New York: R. Marek Publishers, 1980), 305.
71. "Some 38th Parallels," M*A*S*H, season 4, episode 19, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry
Gelbart, aired January 20, 1976 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008),
DVD.
72. Margaret's attitude towards war changes, especially after Frank's departure from the 4077th. The
shift in her view of war is most evident in "Comrades in Arms (Part I)." Margaret, who complained in the
pilot episode of M*A*S*Hthat Hawkeye and Trapper were ruining the war with their unmilitary conduct,
breaks down in "Comrades in Arms (Part I)" and tells Hawkeye that she hates the war for its stupidity,
waste, and "destruction of personal lives." "Comrades in Arms (Part I)," M*A*S*H, season 6, episode 12,
produced by Burt Metcalfe, aired December 6, 1977 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home
Entertainment, 2004), DVD.
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anymore, they'll only be [Hawkeye] ... it'll be us against him!" 73 Likewise, in season
one, Hawkeye and Trapper define their own relationship using "us versus them"
language:
Hawkeye: We're always on the side.
Trapper: Yeah, us against them.
Hawkeye: Whoever the them, we were always us. 74
The continual use of "us versus them" language and the struggle between opposing
groups in M*A *S*Hare significant because they reflect the influence of Cold War
ideology on the show. However, the subversion of this ideology-no longer using it in
the communist versus anti-communist manner-is arguably even more significant
because it criticizes the Vietnam War and points to a reorientation of thought in
American society. In 1960s and 1970s America, the "us versus them" was as much
Americans versus North Vietnamese as it was anti-war versus pro-war.
With this reorientation of thought, the line between good and bad was no longer
clear: some Americans could be "bad," and the enemy, perceived or real, could be
"good." M*A *S*H uses the subversion of the "us versus them" dynamic to highlight
these ambiguities and comment on the Vietnam War. It portrays some Americans, like
Hawkeye, as good, while others, like Frank and Colonel Coner, as bad. Likewise,
sometimes the show portrays the Korean enemy as good. In "Five O'Clock Charlie,"
Frank wants to order an anti-aircraft gun to stop Charlie's attempts to bomb the ammo
dump next to the 4077th. Colonel Blake, however, is hesitant to do so and expresses the

73. "Check-Up," M*A*S*H, season 3, episode 7, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart,
aired October 22, 1974 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD.
74. "Bananas, Crackers, and Nuts," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 7, produced by Gene Reynolds,
aired November 5, 1972 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001), DVD.
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sentiments of everyone else in the outfit when he says, "Charlie is like one of our own." 75
Even more subversive is the arrangement that Hawkeye makes for a talented North
Korean surgeon to work at the 4077th and operate on American wounded--despite the
fact that he is the enemy.

76

This rejection of the doctor's "enemy" status and

identification with some North Koreans, simultaneous with the condemnation of
intolerant, bellicose Americans, undermines the traditional "us versus them" anticommunist mindset and uses it to instead criticize war, reflecting the prominence of this
mindset during the Cold War and its influence upon the show.
Just as M*A *S*H's overt criticism of the Vietnam War abated after the war's
April1975 end, so too did its use and subversion of the bipolar Cold War mentality. The
change is most evident from season six (1977-1978) onward, after tensions between
factions in the United States began to subside, due to the efforts of Presidents Gerald
Ford (1974-1977) and Jimmy Carter (1977-1981) to heal some of the rifts in American
society, not all of which were associated with the Vietnam War or the broader Cold
War. 77 Although these changes within society undoubtedly influenced the subsidence of
"us versus them" on M*A *S*H, part of this denouement also reflects cast changes in the
show. Colonel Potter arrives in the September 19, 1975, episode, "Change of
Command," and his tenure as commanding officer eases the doctors-versus-Army
antagonism because he straddles the divide: he is regular Army but also a skilled surgeon
who detests war. He effectively balances the outfit's need for some military discipline
75. "Five O'Clock Charlie," season 2, episode 2, 1973.
76. "The Korean Surgeon," M*A*S*H, season 5, episode 9, produced by Gene Reynolds, Allan Katz,
Don Reo, and Burt Metcalfe, aired November 23 , 1976 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home
Entertainment, 2008), DVD.
77. Slocum-Shaffer, America in the Seventies, 57, 90.
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with the personnel's need for relaxation and sanity in the middle of a war zone. Frank
Burns leaves after season five, and his replacement, Major Charles Emerson Winchester
III, also does not easily fit into the doctors versus Army dynamic because he wants to
leave the 4077th as much as Hawkeye and BJ do; yet Charles, with his elite East Coast
education and medical practice, frequently butts heads with them. These two major cast
changes helped soften the "us versus them" antagonism in M*A *S*H to which changes in
American society also contributed.
Sex, Sexuality, and Gender
The Vietnam War and the Cold War are perhaps the most prominent influences
that affected M*A *S*H's portrayal of the Korean War, but several other sociocultural
movements in the 1960s and 1970s also had a profound effect upon the show's content.

M*A *S*H contains an interesting array of representations of sex, sexuality, and genderissues that reflect the contemporary evolution of ideas about sex, the gay liberation
movement, and second-wave feminism. The different representations of these issues put
the conservative part of American society in dialogue with new liberal thought, thus
highlighting evolving changes within America.
One of the significant changes in American society during the 1960s and 1970s
was the sexual revolution, which was part of the larger sixties counterculture. The sexual
revolution signified a significant change in thought about sex-until this movement,
"much of sexuality resided in the private, not public realm." 78 As the ideas of the sexual
revolution spread, sex moved out of the private sphere and into the public sphere: people
discussed sex more openly, and sexual relationships outside of wedlock became more
78. Benjamin Shepard, "Play as World-making: From the Cockettes to the Germs, Gay Liberation to
DIY Community Building," in The Hidden 1970s, ed. Berger, 183.
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acceptable. The prevalence of sex in the first six seasons of M*A *S*H reflects the
influence of the 1960s sexual revolution upon the show and demonstrates how 1960s and
1970s values and tensions were projected onto the show's portrayal of the Korean War.
Most of the characters in M*A *S*Hhave what Major Charles Winchester terms a

" constant preoccupation
. w1t
. h sex. " 79 In th e first three seasons of the show, Hawkeye and
Trapper constantly chase after nurses-they even have multiple liaisons with different
nurses in the span of only a few hours. Most of these affairs are arranged in public, as
Hawkeye and Trapper openly flirt with the nurses. In addition to the public nature of
these sexual liaisons, they also occur outside of marriage, thus signaling the further
influence of the sexual revolution. Trapper is a married man-with children-and
Hawkeye is an irresistibly charming bachelor. Because he is unmarried, Hawkeye's
sexual exploits appear to be more "acceptable" than Trapper's, but Trapper himself
seems unmarried: viewers never see his wife or children, and he rarely wears his wedding
ring or refers to his family. The sheer prevalence of sex at the 4077th, along with the
personnel's nonchalant attitudes towards it and public flirtation, normalizes extramarital
affairs, much as the sexual revolution did.
Another example of a physically intimate relationship outside of marriage is the
affair between Frank Burns and Margaret Houlihan-the 4077th's worst-kept secret.
Frank is a morally weak married man, though he professes to value the sanctity of
marriage, and Margaret is a passionate, libidinous bachelorette who has slept with many
high-ranking military officers. In contrast to Hawkeye's and Trapper's behavior, Frank
and Margaret attempt to keep their relationship within the private sphere-they deny their

79. "The Winchester Tapes," season 6, episode 5, 1977.
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relationship if anyone asks or insinuates, they are careful not to seem too friendly in
public, and they furtively sneak around camp to clandestine meeting places. Along with
keeping their own affair a "secret," Frank and Margaret deplore the fact that Hawkeye
and Trapper flaunt their own sexual relationships, thus signifying their alignment with the
conservative values of contemporary American culture. Frank frequently refers to
Hawkeye and Trapper as "moral degenerates," and Frank and Margaret call Hawkeye's
and Trapper's open flirtations with the nurses "disgusting" and "vile." 80 The stark
contrast and tension between Frank and Margaret's private sexual affair and Hawkeye's
and Trapper's public sexual affairs provides a window into the tensions existing within
1960s and 1970s American society related to the sexual revolution.
The sexual revolution, however, did more than just facilitate sexual liberty by
normalizing the satisfaction of sexual needs and urges. It also encouraged Americans to
think differently about sexuality, which complemented the gay liberation movement of
the late 1960s and 1970s and the LGBT movement that began in the early 1970s. The
first six seasons of M*A *S*H contain few references to homosexuality, but the mentions
it does make illustrate the show's awareness of these movements. The season two
episode "George" introduces a gay soldier, Private Weston, who comes to the 4077th
with injuries inflicted by his fellow soldiers-they beat him because of his sexual
orientation. Trapper and Hawkeye accept George for who he is, but Frank, in his typical
role as the ultra-conservative American man, uses a slew of derogatory terms and phrases
to describe George: one of those, sick, diseased, un-American, weak, perverted, one of

80. "Edwina," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 13, produced by Gene Reynolds, aired December 24,
1972 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001), DVD.
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them, a danger to his unit, not a man, and undesirable. 81 Frank's slurs against Private
Weston reflect the influence of traditional American attitudes towards homosexualitythat it was a diseased, unnatural state of mind. Frank tries to have Weston dishonorably
discharged, but Hawkeye and Trapper convince him otherwise, thus suggesting a shift in
American attitudes as the gay liberation and LGBT movements gained ground. The two
doctors' refusal to view homosexuality as a disease also reflects its declassification as a
mental disorder, which the American Psychiatric Association first did in 1973, followed
by the American Psychological Association in 1975. However, the battle against
traditional conservative views of homosexuality was far from over: these attitudes
continued to exist in American society and exert influence over politics for decades.
The negative sentiments towards homosexuality that Frank expresses are also
evident in the season one episodes "The Ringbanger" and "Bananas, Crackers, and
Nuts."

82

Sociologist James H. Wittebols claims that these negative attitudes demonstrate

that M*A *S*H was not always breaking ground in expressing liberal sentiments on
television. 83 However, what he fails to consider is that M*A *S*Hknowingly uses these
sentiments in a subversive manner to mock conservatism and outsmart the Army. In
"The Ringbanger," Hawkeye and Trapper meet Colonel Buzz Brighton, a jingoistic
commanding officer whose unit has a high casualty rate, and decide to keep him away
from the front as long as possible. Frank, on the other hand, wants to give Brighton a
medical examination to clear him for a return to action. To prevent the examination,

81. "George," season 2, episode 22, 1974.
82. "The Ringbanger," season 1, episode 16, 1973; "Bananas, Crackers, and Nuts," season 1, episode
7, 1972.
83. Wittebols, Watching M*A*S*H, Watching America, 29.
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Hawkeye and Trapper imply that Frank is a homosexual, which greatly alarms Buzz, and
he diligently keeps his distance from him. With Frank out of the picture, Hawkeye and
Trapper remove Brighton's appendix to keep him away from the front and send him back
to the United States, thus saving the lives of the soldiers under Brighton's command. In
"Bananas, Crackers, and Nuts," a homophobic Army psychiatrist comes to the 4077th to
evaluate Hawkeye. The deplorable actions of the psychiatrist, particularly his nearly
raping Margaret, portray him as an unlikable, almost monstrous person. Similarly,
M*A *S*H depicts Colonel Brighton as a disagreeable character because of his bellicosity

and high casualty rate; thus the show associates homophobia with essentially "bad"
people. The connection that M*A *S*H creates between conservative attitudes towards
homosexuality and unlikable people, as well as its subversive use of homosexuality to
one-up the Army, ridicules and damages conservative American culture, thus speaking to
the effects of the gay liberation movement upon 1960s and 1970s American society and
ideals.
Although M*A *S*Hlargely ridicules homophobia and associates it with unlikable
characters, the negative attitudes that it scorns nevertheless illuminate the darker side of
the 1970s in the United States. Frank's derogatory slurs regarding Private Weston-and
particularly the fact that the private was beaten by his fellow soldiers for being gayoffer just a small glimpse into the conservative backlash against the gay liberation
movement. The 1970s was certainly not an easy time for those of a sexual minority, but
because of M*A *S*H's liberal orientation and its classification as a comedy, the show
draws more from the progressive aspects and ideals of the movement rather than focusing
on the negative reactions to it.
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Together, the sexual and gay liberation movements encouraged using sexual
liberty and play as a means of "community building and the possibility of creating
cultural space" outside of conservative norms. 84 Benjamin Shepard, a Human Services
professor at the City University of New York who has published several works pertaining
to sexuality and play, notes that groups associated with the gay liberation movement
particularly advocated notions of sexual play to create alternative spaces and cultures that
provided "liberation from pain and isolation. " 85 Though the sexual play in M*A *S*His
strictly heterosexual, it intimately reflects the ideologies that Shepard describes.
In M*A *S*H, sex is very much a tool for escapism: it is one of the many ways in
which the MASH personnel try to deal with the war and maintain sanity. They can
escape from the horrors of war-and their desensitization to these horrors-by fostering
brief but deeply intimate connections with each other, reminding them that not every
experience in war is predicated on pain and suffering and that they can still feel emotions
like normal people. Sex reduces the doctors' and nurses' feelings of isolation and creates
camaraderie. In some cases, sex even helps the characters achieve peace in the midst of
the crazy war: in "Some 38th Parallels" impotency plagues Hawkeye, and in "Last
Laugh" (season six) Margaret seems to lose control and her senses because she has not
been able to see her fiance, Donald Penobscot, for some time. 86 Hawkeye's impotency
causes him much anxiety and frustration, especially because it hinders one of his chief
means of relaxation; however, at the end of the episode, he ultimately achieves peace

84. Shepard, "Play as World-making," in The Hidden 1970s, ed. Berger, 177.
85. Ibid., 190.
86. The idea for this point of analysis is taken from Diffrient, M*A *S*H, 86.
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through overcoming his impotency and having sexual intercourse with a nurse.
Margaret's situation in "Last Laugh" is ironic because she claims that Donald is the one
going crazy because he cannot be sexually satisfied in her absence-but the escalation of
Margaret's frantic behavior makes it clear that she is the one suffering. Like Hawkeye,
Margaret finds peace when Colonel Potter finally allows her to visit Donald, and she
returns to the 4077th a few days later looking content and serene.
Aside from being a means of escaping war and finding temporary peace, sexual
play also functions to create alternative cultures in M*A *S*H, just as it created alternative
cultures in 1970s America. In his analysis of this topic, Benjamin Shepard focuses on the
Cockettes, a cross-dressing theatrical group that fostered a gender-fluid, anti-capitalist
culture to oppose "normal" American society. 87 Much like the Cockettes, the MASH
personnel's constant engagement in sexual play allows them to create a culture counter to
that imposed by the Army and the war. The relaxation that sex brings to the doctors and
nurses of the 4077th removes them from the harsh war environment and the non-stop
"meatball surgery" they do in the O.R. and places them in a space of pleasure. It also
creates a culture in opposition to that promoted and imposed by the Army-{)ne in which
flirtation, playfulness, and indulgence replace the Army's regulations, discipline, and
formalities. These alternative spaces created by sexual play in M*A *S*H and the
escapism and freedom that play provides for the characters illustrate the influence of the
sexual and gay liberation movements upon the cultural values and attitudes embodied in
the show.

87. Shepard, "Play as World-making," in The Hidden 1970s, ed. Berger, 179-84.
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The preoccupation with sex in M*A *S*H also reveals important attitudes towards
women and gender roles. Hawkeye's and Trapper's unceasing sexual relationships with
the unit's nurses degrade the latter to nothing more than objects of sexual desire and
satisfaction. While they do respect the nurses' work in the O.R., it is clear that the two
men value the nurses much more for their bodies and sexual capabilities. The nurses
appear to have little agency-they simply exist to obey the doctors' wills inside and
outside of the O.R. These attitudes and characterizations of women are partially vestiges
of the original MASH novel and movie, both of which were extremely degrading towards
women. The perpetuation of these attitudes in the TV series is significant because of
their contrast with the increasing respect and agency that the M*A *S*H women gain,
which begins as early as season two. This contrast highlights the profound influence of
the 1960s and 1970s feminist movement upon the show's attitude towards women and
definition of gender.

M*A *S*H aired during the height of second-wave feminism and the emergence of
its "radicalized" elements. 88 In fact, Alan Alda was a staunch and outspoken supporter of
the feminist movement, and he actively endeavored to imbue pro-feminist attitudes into
the show. The influence of second-wave feminism and Aida's support of and
involvement in the movement is most evident in the transformation of Major Margaret
Houlihan. 89 Alda worked with Loretta Swit (Margaret Houlihan), who wanted to see her

88. Diffrient, M*A*S*H, 77.
89. Many scholars and critics of M*A*S*H, along with actors and creators ofthe show, also cite the
transformation of Margaret Houlihan. See for example, Aida, Never Have Your Dog Stuffed, 154;
Wittebols, Watching M*A*S*H, Watching America, 82-84; Reiss, M*A*S*H: The Exclusive, Inside Story,
96-97; Tasker, "Comic Situations/Endless War," in War Isn't Hell, It's Entertainment, ed. Schubart,
Virchow, White-Stanley, and Thomas, 141-42; Tasker, Soldier's Stories: Military Women in Cinema and
Television since World War II (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2011), 173-86; Kalter, The Complete
Book ofM*A*S*H, 215.
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character become multi-dimensional, to develop Margaret into a deeply complex,
lovable, and respectable character. 90 In the first season, she seems to have qualities
endorsed by feminism: she is assertive, authoritarian, and commanding. In many cases,
Margaret is the one who makes decisions for Frank, as in "Major Fred C. Dobbs" when
she makes the ultimate decision for Frank to forgive Hawkeye and Trapper for a prank.
She also consistently forces Colonel Henry Blake to take action by threatening to call
General Clayton, and Henry is fully aware of and respects Margaret's authority: "Major
Houlihan is in complete control of the nursing staff and I can't interfere." 91 However,
Margaret's authority in these first-season situations is problematic because most of the
men of the 4077th do not take her seriously-she still depends on the patriarchy for her
power. Henry typically listens to Margaret only when she threatens to involve a higher
patriarchal power (General Clayton), and her association with Frank and dependence on
him for support do more to undermine her authority and independence than to validate
them.
Only when Margaret separates from the patriarchy does she truly come into her
own and embody the ideals of the feminist movement. As early as season two, cracks
form in Margaret's relationship with Frank-she tires of seeing him, frequently citing a
"headache" as the reason for why he cannot stay. Margaret also expresses dissatisfaction
with Frank's shallow treatment of her: "You really think of me as a bag of desirable

90. Aida, Never Have Your Dog Stuffed, 154.
91. "Requiem for a Lightweight," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 3, produced by Gene Reynolds, aired
October 1, 1972 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001), DVD.
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bones .... I have a mind, Frank! A mind and a brain.... Frank, leave."92 Once
Margaret begins to remove herself from the conservative patriarchy that Frank embodies,
her independence and authority become valid, and the doctors develop genuine respect
for her. In the season three episode "Aid Station," Hawkeye and Klinger value
Margaret's competency as a nurse, and they both tell her that she is genuinely their
favorite officer in the entire U.S. Army. When Henry Blake leaves Korea, Frank
technically has command, but Margaret is the one who sits behind the desk, doing
administrative work and giving orders. Her transformation is not instant-Margaret
remains romantically involved with Frank until the beginning of season five and battles
disrespect until the end of that season, but with each passing episode, she becomes more
independent and the doctors respect her and her authority more. In "Deluge" (season
four) Colonel Potter wants the nurses to leave the 4077th and move to a safer location
because the Chinese are bombing them, but Margaret refuses, insisting that she is more
than capable of looking after her nurses. In the end, Colonel Potter thanks Margaret for
her decision to stay. Even Margaret's antagonism against Hawkeye fades, as she
demands and gains respect from him while attacking his degrading view of women:
Margaret: How dare you come in here on the pretense of giving me a shot and
then stand there ogling me as though I were a side show attraction!
Hawkeye: Boy, I show a little appreciation and you hit the roof. What do you
want from me?!
Margaret: Respect. Simple respect. I expect nothing more, and I'll accept
nothing less. 93

92. "Dear Dad ... Three," M*A*S*H, season 2, episode 9, produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry
Gelbart, aired November 10, 1973 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2002),
DVD.
93. "Hepatitis," M*A*S*H, season 5, episode 19, produced by Gene Reynolds, Allan Katz, Don Reo,
and Burt Metcalfe, aired February 8, 1977 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home
Entertainment, 2008), DVD.
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Hawkeye accedes to Margaret's request, signifying the significant influence of the
feminist movement and of the new attitudes towards women upon the content of

M*A*S*H.
The influence of second-wave feminism manifests itself in several other ways.
As the series progresses, Margaret loses her nickname "Hot Lips"-a reference to her
original identity as an object of sexual desire, as well as a vestige of the MASH novel and
movie-and she becomes "Margaret." The nurses also cease to function as sexual
objects, and the men of the 4077th place a high value on the women's work:
Hawkeye: The nurses check up on the doctors-the nurses are great. The nurses
work very hard. They don't get nearly enough credit.
BJ: The nurses are preposterous. Ladies doing work that up until a very short
time ago, I would've thought it was man's work, and they do it so well, under
every kind of circumstance: bitter cold, horrendous heat, literally under the gun.
Colonel Potter: They don't make nurses better anywhere.
Father Mulcahy: It's a wonderful source of comfort and tenderness-and hope.
Klinger: They give back life. Can you do better?94
The doctors' newfound respect for Margaret and the nurses shows the men and women of
the 4077th transforming their attitudes about gender and traditional gender roles.
Another breakdown of traditional gender roles is evident in Margaret's short-lived
marriage to Lieutenant Colonel Donald Penobscot. Being married to a high-ranking
officer was everything she once dreamed of, but Margaret is unhappy and decides to
divorce Donald at the beginning of season seven. Her decision is significant because it
speaks to the fact that, contrary to popular conservative opinion, not all women were
happy and fulfilled in marriage: a woman could function happily-and belong--outside
of a marriage.

94. "The Interview," season 4, episode 24, 1976.
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Interestingly, though Margaret's character breaks many traditional female
stereotypes as M*A *S*H progresses, she never loses her sexuality. On the contrary, she
fully embraces her sexuality, creating a dual identity for herself that Charles Winchester
describes as "part seductress, part Attila the Hun. " 95 Margaret's dual identity reinforces
and supports feminist ideologies: she is clearly a woman and embraces that side of herself
and excels in traditional female activities like seduction and caretaking, but she is also
very clearly an independent and assertive person who demands and deserves respect
(traditionally male traits). This dual identity and mixture of gender roles provides a
successful redefinition of traditional stereotypes-Margaret's colleagues accept her as a
woman with masculine qualities. However, this acceptance does not come without a
fight: the nurses have a much more difficult time accepting Margaret's authority. Even
after Hawkeye, BJ, and the other doctors accept Margaret as "one of the boys," the nurses
struggle to view Margaret as "one of the girls," suggesting the challenges that women
faced during the sixties and seventies as they sought to break traditional gender roles and
stereotypes within American society. 96
The feminist movement of the 1960s and 1970s called for such a deconstruction
and redefinition of gender roles as Margaret's, thus putting male and female identities in
flux. 97 M*A *S*H consistently plays with and subverts gender stereotypes, thus creating
new identities and reflecting the instability and dissolution of traditional gender identities
95. "The Winchester Tapes," season 6, episode 5, 1977. Tasker also alludes to Margaret Houlihan's
dual identities in both of her works. Tasker, Soldier's Stories, 181, 186; Tasker, "Comic Situations/Endless
War," in War Isn't Hell, It's Entertainment, ed. Schubart, Virchow, White-Stanley, and Thomas, 141.
96. This tension is best highlighted in "The Nurses," M*A*S*H, season 5, episode 5, produced by
Gene Reynolds, Allan Katz, Don Reo, and Burt Metcalfe, aired October 19, 1976 (Beverly Hills, CA:
Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD.
97. Greene, America in the Sixties, 112-16.
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in 1960s and 1970s America. Margaret's identity as a woman with traditionally male
qualities is one of several examples in M*A *S*H of subverting feminine and masculine
stereotypes. Another example is Margaret's male counterpart, Frank. Frank is a
conservative, narrow-minded man who values, among other things, traditional American
masculinity and heroism. He puts on an unconvincing show, attempting to give orders
and acting tough and assertive, but Frank is anything but commanding and masculine. In
"The Army-Navy Game," an unexploded shell lands in the middle of the MASH
compound. Other exploding shells had injured Colonel Blake, so Frank tries to take
command, but instead he passes out. In addition, he refuses to be the one to defuse the
bomb-he is too frightened. Numerous other episodes highlight Frank's unfitness to
command and his cowardice, thus negating his claim to masculinity. 98
In addition to not being very manly, Frank has several feminine qualities which
do not go unmissed by Hawkeye, Trapper, and BJ. Frank is extremely dependent upon
Margaret, instead of vice versa, and he obeys her every command. Additionally, Frank is
emotionally vulnerable, and on several occasions Margaret comforts Frank as a man
would typically comfort a woman. Frank's tentmates frequently make fun of him for his
feminine ·qualities, calling him "ma'am" while in the same breath calling Margaret "sir."
The juxtaposition of Margaret's masculinity against Frank's weaknesses highlights his
femininity. Hawkeye also calls Frank a "fairy" and a "woman," and Colonel Blake says

98. See for example "Major Fred C. Dobbs," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 22, produced by Gene
Reynolds, March 11, 1973 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2001), DVD;
"Five O'Clock Charlie," season 2, episode 2, 1973; "Local Indigenous Personnel," season 2, episode 7,
1973; "The Sniper," season 2, episode 10, 1973; "Welcome to Korea," M*A*S*H, season 4, episode 1,
produced by Gene Reynolds and Larry Gelbart, aired September 12, 1975 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth
Century Fox Home Entertainment, 2008), DVD; "The Kids," season 4, episode 8, 1975.
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that sometimes he thinks Frank is his wife "dressed in Army drag. " 99 The deconstruction
of Frank's supposedly masculine identity mocks and invalidates the conservative gender
ideals in which he believes and also reflects the fact that American gender identities in
the 1970s were in flux.
Corporal Maxwell Klinger represents another significant gender subversion in

M*A *S*H: he is a transvestite, but he is not homosexual. On the surface, Klinger's
transvestism seems pejorative-he dresses in women's clothes to prove that he is crazy
and thus get out of the Army. 100 However, it is clear that Klinger is not crazy at all; in
fact, he very much enjoys making dresses, matching and accessorizing his outfits, and
giving the nurses fashion advice. Similar to Hawkeye's aforementioned feigned
homosexuality, Klinger uses transvestism to mock and manipulate conservative thought,
although he never receives a Section 8. The only people who seem to be bothered by
Klinger's transvestism are, predictably, Frank, Margaret (only in the early seasons), and
visiting military officials-all representatives of people who hold traditional attitudes
towards gender. Frank frequently refers to Klinger as a pervert, but Hawkeye is always
quick to also identify himself as a pervert, perhaps because of his preoccupation with
sex-however, Hawkeye is clearly not a pervert. Thus his identification with Klinger
invalidates Frank's opinion of Klinger as abnormal and perverted. Everyone else
embraces Klinger's behavior, complimenting or constructively criticizing his outfit
choices. When a visiting general sees Klinger in drag, he asks Henry, "Do you realize
99. "Kim," season 2, episode 6, 1973; "I Hate A Mystery," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 10, produced
by Gene Reynolds, aired November 26, 1972 (Beverly Hills, CA: Twentieth Century Fox Home
Entertainment, 2001), DVD; "Germ Warfare," season 1, episode 11, 1972.
100. Klinger is dealing with somewhat of a catch-22, at least in the eyes of anti-war proponents: it
would be crazy if he did not want to get out of the Army and escape the horrors of war. Hence, by wanting
to get out, Klinger proves that he is completely sane.
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you have a man on guard duty who's wearing a skirt?" Henry's response is a television
classic: "Yeah, well, luckily he's got the legs for it." Later in the same episode, Klinger
appears naked, which draws protests from Hawkeye ("Aw come on Klinger, put on a
dress or something!") and Trapper ("At least a slip!"). 101 The rest of the camp's
nonchalance towards and embrace of Klinger's transvestism normalizes his behavior and
helps subvert and redefine gender identities.
Frank's discomfort with and abhorrence of Klinger's behavior hints at wider
conservative reactions to the changes occurring in America. In addition to his belief that
Klinger is a pervert, Frank is also extremely uncomfortable with women's newfound
independence, particularly his wife's:
She's been going in for strange things. Well she's just not behaving like herself ...
She got together with some of her lady friends, and they went on a trip to
Indianapolis-for no reason. Just to look around! It cost $55! And all of the
sudden she's getting mixed up in politics, stuffing envelopes for the Republican
Club, and maybe even, uh, ringing doorbells .102
Psychiatrist Sidney Freedman tells Frank that it sounds as if his wife is just "stepping out
on her own a little," which greatly upsets Frank-he does not like the fact that his wife is
becoming more independent. In a subsequent episode ("Post-Op"), Frank reveals to one
of his patients just how uncomfortable he is with his wife's activities: he tells the patient
that he has hired a private detective to follow his wife. Frank's reaction to his wife's
independence may seem overly dramatic to the modem-day viewer and is undoubtedly
intended to elicit laughs from the audience. Nevertheless, his behavior reflects real
reactions to the feminist movement: many Americans, men and women, were
101. "Chief Surgeon Who?," M*A*S*H, season 1, episode 4, produced by Gene Reynolds, aired
October 8, 1972.
102. "Dear Sigmund," season 5, episode 7, 1976.
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uncomfortable with the changes that feminism brought to American society in the 1960s
and 1970s. M*A*S*Hs inclusion ofboth the conservative and the liberal reactions to
second-wave feminism highlights how it puts conflicting points of view into dialogue
with each other and addresses important issues of the sixties and seventies.
Conclusion
After the first six seasons of M*A *S*H, the show ran for five more, continuing to
address issues relevant to American society and satisfying its fans. 103 One fan wrote to
the show, "It's very hard to imagine there isn't a 4077th"-but there was a 4077th
because of the real issues that M*A *S*H addressed and its basis in the reality of the
Korean War.

104

Perhaps not in name and not in one singular place in time, but the 4077th

did exist in the many diverse realities from which it drew. M*A *S*H took the MASH
experience from the Korean War and projected sociocultural attitudes and tensions from
the 1960s and 1970s onto it: grim realities of war, the Vietnam War and the anti-war
movement, the civil rights movement and racism, paternalism and imperialism, the Cold
War, second-wave feminism, and the gay and sexual liberation movements. Together,
these pieces of culture and history contained in M*A *S*H create a realistic representation
of elements of the 1960s and 1970s layered within the Korean War. M*A *S*H does lack
much of the darker side of these complex and turbulent decades, such as race riots and
conservative backlash against the gay rights movement, choosing to focus instead on the
lighter aspects for comedic purposes and progressivism to appeal to liberal audiences.

103. For an examination of these seasons with consideration to basic historical circumstances, see
Wittebols, Watching M*A*S*H, Watching America, 81-142.
104. The date for this piece of fan mail is unknown to the author, but it must be before the 1983
publication date of the book in which it appears: Reiss, M*A*S*H: The Exclusive, Inside Story, 154.
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Nevertheless, the importance ofthe reality and relevance of M*A*S*Hwas not lost on its
viewers, creators, or actors: as McLean Stevenson (Colonel Henry Blake) asserted, "I
don't think in the history of television there will ever be or ever was such real
entertainment, dramatic comedy-however you describe it-as M*A *S*H. There has
never been a show like it." 105

105. McLean Stevenson, as quoted in Reiss, M*A*S*H: The Exclusive, Inside Story, 89.
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